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This issue of Research Briefings gives a flavour of the papers 
presented at the Centre for Muslim-Christian Studies (CMCS) 
during the Trinity (Summer) Term of 2018.  They all focus around 
the theology of religions and explore how Christians and 
Muslims see ‘the other’.  As will become evident, this underlying 
theology has a profound impact on attitudes and actions – for 
good or ill.  In the first paper, Revd Dr Tess Kuin Lawton, the 
chaplain of Worcester College, Oxford, outlines a threefold 
paradigm – exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralism – widely used to 
explain Christian assessments of other religions. She then asks 
the question as to whether the Anglican church has a theology 
of religious pluralism and explores its position through an 
analysis of texts from various Church of England commissions 
and synods. She finds, perhaps surprisingly, that most clergy lean 
to an exclusivist or inclusivist rather than a pluralist approach.  
Steven Firmin, a D.Phil candidate at Pembroke College, Oxford,  
explores the outworking of such theology and asks the question 
as to whether Christians believe that they are worshipping 
the same God as Muslims. He critiques the work of Miroslav 
Volf, a theologian of Croatian background at the University 
of Yale, who believes that they are indeed worshipping the 
same God.  Firmin interrogates this position using the works 
of St Augustine and Karl Barth and finds it is difficult to give a 
definitive answer to the question, which is not as straightforward 
as it may seem.  It would be extremely interesting at this point 
to understand how Muslims construct their own theology of 
other religions.  So, in 2017, Mohammed Gamal Metawea, a 
PhD candidate at the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
London, delivered a paper at CMCS titled ‘Towards Building a 
Muslim Theology of Religions’. Tracing the thought of Abu Hamid 
Al-Ghazali, Muhammad Abduh and others he discussed issues 
such as the abrogation of previous religions, the identity of the 
kuffār (unbelievers) and the possible application of a threefold 
typology.  The final research paper was presented by Dr Michael 

Nwankpa, executive director of the Centre for African Conflict 
& Development in London. He demonstrates what happens 
when a theology of religions breaks down.  His research focuses 
on conflict and this paper looks at the West African terrorist 
group Boko Haram. Whilst this group attacks Christians in 
countries such as Nigeria, apparently in line with an anti-
Christian ideology, it also attacks Muslims. So, although it claims 
to be anti-Christian, Nwankpa suspects the group of having 
ulterior motives for their attacks linked to the desire for power.1 

Finally, in this edition of Research Briefings, there is review of 
Dr Shabbir Akhtar’s latest book, The New Testament in Muslim 
Eyes: Paul’s Letter to the Galatians, written by Prof Hugh 
Goddard, emeritus professor of Islamic Studies at the University 
of Edinburgh. Until recently Akhtar was a fellow at CMCS and 
the book was published by Routledge in 2018 as part of the 
Reading the Bible in the Context of Islam (RBCI) project. It is 
truly a landmark publication, being the first rigorous academic 
commentary on a Pauline epistle written by a Muslim – we 
believe – ever.  Goddard’s gracious review will give you a flavour.

FOOTNOTES

1 The talks can all be listened to or downloaded at 
www.cmcsoxford.org.uk/resources/multimedia

THE THEOLOGY OF 
RELIGIONS AND ITS 
IMPLICATIONS

From St Augustine to Boko Haram, how other religions are to be 
understood is a crucial question for our relationships with one another.“ ”

Dr Richard McCallum, Editor
May 2019
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DOES THE ANGLICAN 
CHURCH HAVE A 
THEOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS 
PLURALISM?

EXCLUSIVISM
After the first world war, Karl Barth was so shocked by the failure of the 
human enterprise that he reconfigured theology from the perspective 
of ‘God alone’.  It owes a great deal to the Calvinist theology he was 
brought up with. All human beings are profoundly sinful and there is 
nothing they can do to make themselves right with God. Every human 
effort in religion is ultimately redundant unless God reaches down to 
human beings, out of grace.  This perspective had a significant impact on 
the more Protestant wing of the Church of England and represents the 
theological foundation of what Alan Race described as the ‘exclusivist’ 
position.   As we will see when I turn to one of the topics debated by 
Synod, this position is one which a large number of bishops, clergy and 
laity hold with regard to different faiths.

INCLUSIVISM
This theological perspective first came to people’s attention during the 
Second Vatican Council of the Roman Catholics, held between 1965 and 
1968. Karl Rahner put forward a view very similar to that of exclusivists 
which held that there is no goodness or truth in the world independent 
of its origins in the being and action of God. Inclusivists also believe 
that salvation comes from Jesus Christ. So, how are they different from 
exclusivists? The key difference is that they admit that God’s grace may 
be present in non-Christian faiths and also that these religions may 
prepare non-Christian religions for salvation. Rahner went so far as to 
call people of different faiths, ‘anonymous Christians’. There is evidence 
of these ideas in many of the General Synod debates and reports which 
I used to analyse for my thesis.

PLURALISM
This view has come about since the rise of religious pluralism de facto 
in many British and American towns and cities. John Hick is the most 

famous exponent of it in the UK. He argues that there is a common 
search for Truth between all the religions and that Christianity is not 
the final locus of truth, as Islam is just as likely to argue the same thing.  
Instead, Hick puts forward a Kantian idea of a world which is both 
phenomenal (made up of the everyday phenomena of our existence) 
and noumenal (a spiritual world with a single transcendent, eternal 
Being which he describes as the ‘Real’). Dialogue in these circumstances 

Revd Dr Tess Kuin Lawton, chaplain of Worcester College, Oxford, explores the ‘threefold paradigm’ at 
the heart of the Christian theology of religious others as it relates to the Anglican church.

Swiss reformed theologian Karl Barth
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is about enabling a true encounter between the spiritual insights of each 
religion, in order to discover what the ‘Real’ is, together.

In the debates and reports of the Church of England, there is some 
sympathy for this last approach, but it is always tempered with the view 
that Christianity is the locus of truth and that the Incarnation and the 
Atonement are doctrines of truth, not myth.

The question I raised in my research was whether the Church of England 
had a particular theological perspective on the matter, in the same way 
that the Roman Catholic Church was starting to develop. The 1987 
Doctrine Commission report stated that, ‘God is known, primarily and 
characteristically, in the shared worship, experience and reflection of men 
and women who meet in his name and serve him in the world.’ With this 
in mind, I turn to one of the key areas of debate in trying to assess the 
theology of religious pluralism; that of multi-faith worship. 

In 1966, a motion was brought to the Lower House of Convocation 
(as General Synod was known before 1970). It stated that ‘this House 
views with concern the holding of multi-religious services in Christian 
Churches’.  The background to this was that in the 1960s, church services 
were increasingly being held in large London churches or cathedrals 
for organizations such as the Commonwealth Arts Festival. The Queen, 
who is of course the head of the Church of England, attended a similar 
service for Commonwealth Day.

For the Revd Stride, who brought the motion, the problem was that 
such services gave the impression ‘to the man in the street that all 
religions are the same’, which – as he pointed out – made it even 
harder when he was ‘trying to witness about the Lord Jesus Christ’.  He 
was particularly uncomfortable that such services were taking place ‘in 
front of both the Lord’s table and the font: two things which spoke of 
something very precious to Christians.’

Kenneth Cragg, Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem and scholar of Islam, 
spoke against the motion in saying that he felt it was ‘within the mind 

of Christ’ to make churches available to other faiths; but this was not 
a pluralist position. He underlined that the reason he felt able to say 
this was because of his own faith in the distinctiveness and uniqueness 
of Christianity. This is what one might describe as a typical ‘inclusivist’ 
position.  The speeches concluded on this occasion with the point that 
proclamation and conversion were the proper right of Christians and the 
proper approach to other faiths. This is clearly an exclusivist position and 
it was this perspective which carried the motion to be passed.

However, an Open Letter to the Archbishop, Most Revd. George Carey, 
signed by more than 2,000 Anglican clergy in 1991, demonstrates that 
multi-faith worship continued to grow; particularly in cathedrals and in 
large city churches. The result of this was that the ‘Inter-Faith Consultative 
Group’ (IFCG) drew up a report which was debated in General Synod in 
1992.  The Archbishop of Canterbury spoke against the report, criticising 
it particularly for its lack of theology. In fact, there is a lot of theology 
found within the report, but not the clear-cut exclusivism that Carey 
would have preferred. With Bishop Michael Nazir-Ali, the Archbishop 
argued that Jesus Christ’s revelation was ‘full and final’.

In closing the debate, the Bishop of Wolverhampton, Chris Mayfield, said: 
‘We need a more Christo-centric perspective, not less. The alternative 
is not a theocentric position claimed by John Hick and Keith Ward … 
what we probably need is a Trinitarian perspective which allows us to 
understand God as Father of all Creation, which allows us to see the 
Son who in Jesus comes among us in saving love at Calvary and which 
reminds us of the sustaining, renewing life of the Holy Spirit, leading us 
surprisingly and in unexpected directions.’

This speech shows that Synod debates often allowed for a much more 
developed theology in its discussions than the written report had  been 
able to offer, because it suffered from a lack of consensus.  So, as can be 
seen in these brief excerpts, the theological position of the Church of 
England might be described as ‘inclusive exclusivism.’

The question I raised in my research was 
whether the Church of England had a 
particular theological perspective on the 
matter, in the same way that the Roman 
Catholic Church was starting to develop. 

“

FOOTNOTES

1 See Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics Vol.2, Continuum, 1957 
2 See for example Alan Race & Paul Hedges, Christian Approaches to 

Other Faiths, SCM Press, 2008
3 See John Hick, The Rainbow of Faiths, SCM Press, London, 1995
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DO MUSLIMS AND 
CHRISTIANS WORSHIP THE 
SAME GOD?
PROBLEMS AND PROMISES OF 
MIROSLAV VOLF’S VIEWS FROM 
A REFORMED AUGUSTINIAN 
PERSPECTIVE

The two most important claims of Volf ’s book are that Christians and 
Muslims both believe in and worship the same God. The claim that 
Muslims and Christians believe in the same God is predicated on an 
argument from ‘sufficient similarity’. The argument goes like this: Since 
even among Christians, there are no two believers with absolutely 
identical understandings of God, demanding absolute agreement 
between Muslims and Christians about God and his nature is the 
wrong criteria for assessing whether or not we believe in the same 
deity. But we can also accept that there are some conceptions of God 
which are so unalike from one another that the similarities between 
them do not sustain an argument for belief in the same God. (Think 
the Greek god Zeus, and YHWH in the Hebrew Bible.) But between 
these two poles of absolute identity and insufficient similarity lies the 
realm of the ‘sufficiently similar’. Muslims and Christians might have some 
disagreements about particular details of God’s nature and his action in 
the world, but Volf argues that these differences are outweighed by the 
similarities in our conception of God. Second, the claim that Muslims and 
Christians worship the same God is predicated on a theological claim 
about the source of love. Looking to passages like 1 John 4:7 (ESV), 
which states that ‘whoever loves has been born of God and knows 
God’, Volf claims that:

If ‘love is from God’, then all genuine love is from God - in that they are 
born from God, in that God abides in them, in that God works through 

them. With God’s help [Muslims] do God’s will. They may or may not be 
aware that they are doing God’s will, or they may be able to articulate 
only very inadequately who God is and what God’s will is. Yet if they 
love, they ‘know’ God even without adequately acknowledging God; they 
worship God without believing properly (p. 120).

I find Volf ’s arguments for believing in and worshipping the same God 
dissatisfying for two reasons, which I draw from the Christian tradition. 
First, I think the argument for belief in the same God from ‘sufficient 
similarity’ does not take seriously enough the Pauline understanding 
of sin and its affect upon humanity’s relationship with God.  St. Paul 
emphasizes that sin not only distorts our image of God, but it separates 
us from him. Hence, prior to knowing God in Christ, St. Paul can tell the 
Ephesians that they were ‘alienated…[and] without God in the world’ 
(Eph. 2:12 ESV). If separation is the problem, more than distortion, then 
it does not fundamentally matter how close our ‘sketches’ or ‘pictures’ of 
God are that we hold in our minds. Indeed, our mental picture of him 

The claim that Muslims and Christians 
believe in the same God is predicated 
on an argument from ‘sufficient 
similarity’

“

Steven Firmin, a D.Phil Candidate at Pembroke College, Oxford, questions and modifies the claims of 
Miroslav Volf ’s 2011 book Allah: A Christian Response.1 
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might be very accurate and still leave us separated from him. Related to 
this problem is the second: that Volf ’s account seriously undertheorizes 
the role that God himself plays for Christians in bringing about our 
belief and worship through the faith that he gifts us. Only once does 
Volf distinguish between God’s action and the human response to 
that action, when he says that, ‘It is not our convictions about God 
that save us; God saves us’ (p. 73).  This statement receives no further 
development in the work. 

In response to these problems, I take another starting point that Volf 
offers only nascently in his book; Augustine’s doctrine of the ‘Two Cities’ 
which he developed in his masterpiece The City of God against the 

Pagans. Volf summarizes the main themes of this work vis-à-vis Muslims 
and Christians thusly. ‘Muslims and Christians share the basic idea 
underlying Augustine’s City of God, one of the most important works 

of all time about Christians’ relation to the outside world. The whole 
of humanity is divided into the city of this world and the city of God, 
one dedicated to the love of self and the other to the love of God and 
neighbor’ (pp. 217-218). This basic summary of Augustine’s doctrine is 
true, but incomplete. In this brief summary, Volf only focuses on the fact 
that the two cities are divided by their loves. This is true, but Augustine 
also has a surprising amount to say about how they are intermingled and 

intermixed in this world (see for example, Book I.35). For Augustine, it 
is only when Jesus returns at the end of history that the cities will fully 

Stained glass window picturing 
St Augustine

I find Volf ’s arguments for believing in and 
worshipping the same God dissatisfying 
for two reasons, which I draw from the 
Christian tradition.

“
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be separated and visible to one another. For now, he accepts that the 
church will always be full of hypocrites whose love for God is really 
just a love for themselves writ large, and that some people outside the 
church, even its most hardened enemies, will one day be drawn into 
fellowship with his people. This aspect of the two cities, their mixing in 
this world, is what gives Augustine his unique posture for hoping in this 
life. It allows him to patiently endure together with those outside the 
church without presuming that the church is perfect or despairing of the 
fact that God is using it to draw people to himself. 

This is the posture, I propose, that Christians should adopt towards their 
Muslim neighbors. Rather than hastily presuming that we worship the 
same God by some questionable standard such as ‘sufficient similarity,’ 
or despairing and demonizing Muslims as absolutely evil, we ought 
to patiently endure with our Muslim neighbors, testing the quality of 
their loves through careful conversation, and seeing where they lead. 
When we do this, we may find that God has already been at work, 
revealing himself outside the church in surprising ways that we did not 
expect, and in ways that teach Christians how to worship God better. 
But equally, we can expect with Augustine that a love for God which 
is authentic will lead to a love for Jesus Christ and his people, even if 
the Christ that we know after our engagement looks different than 
the Christ we knew before (just as his body will look different as more 
diverse peoples enter it). 

So do Christians and Muslims believe in and worship the same God? I 
think an appropriate Christian response would stop short of making a 
dogmatic, absolute ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer. Instead, we should respond, ‘Let’s 
commit to keep finding out’. When we answer this way, we commit to a 
posture of hope that can patiently endure in the midst of the dangers of 
presumption and despair. It is this attitude and stance, I conclude in my 
research, that the best of the Reformed strand of the Christian tradition 
can contribute to a Christian engagement with Islam.  So, I conclude 
with a paradigmatic quote from Karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics for 
further reflection on this topic:

For all the seriousness with which we must distinguish between 
Christians and non-Christians, we can never think in terms of rigid 
separation. All that is possible is a genuinely unlimited openness of 
the called in relation to the uncalled, and unlimited readiness to see in 
the aliens of today the brothers of tomorrow … anything we know 

concerning the fact that they are not called and not Christians can finally 
be only a matter of more or less well-founded conjecture. And even 
where we think we can be most sure of the fact, the reference can only 
be to what they are or are not provisionally (Church Dogmatics, Vol. IV.3, 
pp. 493-494).

FOOTNOTES

1 Volf, Miroslav. 2011. Allah: a Christian response 
(New York: Harper Collins)

we ought to patiently endure with our 
Muslim neighbors, testing the quality of 
their loves through careful conversation, 
and seeing where they lead

“
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INTERROGATING THE 
CHRISTIAN-MUSLIM 
CONUNDRUM IN BOKO HARAM’S 
TERRORIST CAMPAIGN

Religion is a significant fault-line in Nigerian politics, and relationships 
between the numerically even Christian and Muslim populaces remain 
steadfastly fraught. Nigerian history is therefore peppered with religious 
violence. This is widespread across the country but is more prevalent 
in the middle belt region (particularly in north central states such as 
Plateau and Benue) where it exacerbates ethnic and economic factors. 
Before the year 2000, Jos with other areas in Plateau became the poster 
child of ethno-religious conflict in Nigeria. There were also widespread 
ethno-religious clashes in Kaduna in the 80s, a northern state with nearly 
equal numbers of Christians and Muslims geographically divided into 
(largely Christian) Southern and (largely Muslim) Northern Kaduna. 
The religious conflicts frequently shifted to other states with retaliatory 
attacks from both Christians and Muslims. At the state level, some of 
the responses included: The Sharia Debate of 1978 (a legislative effort 
to introduce shari’a courts at the federal level); Nigeria’s entry into 
membership of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC) in 
1986; and the formal adoption of shari’a criminal law by 11 northern 
states between 2000 and 2002.

The adoption of criminal shari’a by 11 northern states in 2000 was 
a prelude to the emergence of Boko Haram. It provided the pretext, 
or better the spark, that would light a growing discontentment and 
disenchantment among northern youths, including over-religious zealots 
such as Mohammed Yusuf, the charismatic founder of Boko Haram. This 
group emerged from the rubble of what is rightly termed ‘shariacracy’ 
or ‘political sharia’, as the northern political class were driven more by 
political rather than religious motivations. Starting in 2002, Yusuf and 
other notable leaders of the group, such as the current leader, Abubakar 
Shekau, began a campaign of terror, starting off with da‘wah (preaching 
and propagation of its ideology) and theological debates with prominent 
religious scholars in northern Nigeria (2002-8) and progressing into 

insurgency (including ambush and assassinations) (2009-11) and 
terrorism (bombing, suicide bombing, and kidnapping) (2011-18). Boko 

Haram’s stated intent is to return to the pristine practice of Islam in 
Nigeria, extending it to the whole of Nigeria – a serious challenge to 
Nigeria’s secular status and to its nearly 50 per cent Christian population. 
So, it is not surprising that Boko Haram’s objectives, rhetoric and actions 
appear anti-Christian. 

Since Boko Haram turned violent in 2009, there has been a dramatic rise 
in the number of attacks on Christians and churches. Between 2012 and 
2014, there were over 70 attacks on Christian targets in each of those 
years. But since 2015, there has been a notable reduction in such attacks. 
In 2015, there were approximately 25 attacks on Christian targets and 
only 19 in 2017. Conversely, while the number of attacks on churches 
and Christians has slumped, the number of attacks on mosques and 
Muslim targets has increased sharply. This evidence raises important 
questions:

Is Boko Haram really anti-Christian?  If so, then why is it also attacking 
mosques and Muslims?  What does it gain from this and what does 
it really want?  Boko Haram’s anti-Christian narrative is brought into 
question.

Clearly Boko Haram’s attacks on Christians and churches are not 
accidental.  Its pronouncements and actions do support an anti-Christian 
narrative.  However, this narrative is superficial and undifferentiated from 
wider religious and political violence in the region.  Rather, such attacks 
on Christians and churches must be seen as a means to an end.

This is borne out by Boko Haram’s attacks on mosques and Muslims 
which are politically motivated.  The movement is reacting against the 

Dr Michael Nwankpa, Executive Director of the Centre for African Conflict & Development, presents 
an important perspective on Boko Haram based on extensive analysis of hundreds of the group’s texts 
and visual productions alongside fieldwork conducted in northeast Nigeria.
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perceived hypocrisy of northern elites which include the religious and 
political establishments. Abubakar Shekau, the group’s leader, made 
this clear when he complained that, ‘although their (the Muslim elites’) 
mouths are filled with hatred for the unbelievers, their actions are filled 
with love for them. They are the people who arrest a Muslim and hand 
him over to the unbelievers and, in their presence, the Muslim will be 
shot.’  Another time he protested the ‘betrayal’ of the Muslim masses: 
‘Come out and let us build strength to defend our religion and avenge 
the blood of our brothers who were killed by the Christians and the 
oppressive government.’ 

So, whilst on the surface of it Boko Haram’s anti-Christian narrative may 
appear credible, it remains superficial.  Judging by their undifferentiated 

attacks on both Christians and Muslims, it seems that what Boko Haram 
really wants is power to establish itself as the dominant religious and 
political authority in the country or at least in its northern provinces.

FOOTNOTES

1 Kassim, Abdulbasit & Nwankpa, Michael. (2018). The Boko Haram 

Reader: From Nigerian Preachers to the Islamic State (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press), 215

 2 Ibid 219

Supporters of the kidnapped Chibok school girls appeal for their release
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BOOK REVIEW

This is an extremely interesting, and very important, book.  Paul’s 
Letter to the Galatians, with its insistence that the Galatian followers of 
Jesus do not need to be circumcised,  is an absolutely central text for 
understanding the evolution of Christianity as a tradition of faith distinct 
from its Jewish ancestor, and this is, to the best of my knowledge, the 
first time that a Muslim writer has wrestled with it in as much detail as 
Dr. Akhtar has; he is very much to be congratulated for doing so with 
such thoroughness, and the Centre for Muslim-Christian Studies in 
Oxford is also to be commended for providing the environment within 
which he has been enabled to do so.

The book is structured as follows: after a 13 page introduction, in which 
the purpose and scope of the volume is outlined, there is then a 40 
page preface to the commentary (Chapter One), after which Chapters 
Two to Seven then comprise the detailed commentary on the letter, 
with Chapter Two focusing on Galatians 1:1-12, Chapter Three on 
1:13-3:5, Chapter Four on 3:6-4:7, Chapter Five on 4:8-20 and 5:2-12, 
Chapter Six on 4:21-5:1 and 5:13-26, and Chapter Seven on 6:1-18.  
All the major themes of these chapters of the letter are thoroughly 
discussed, and my New Testament colleagues in Edinburgh have 
confirmed that the author has succeeded in genuinely understanding 
Paul’s message, with one of them saying that he will definitely keep 
this volume close to hand when he is working on Galatians, even if the 
author’s eventual conclusion is that Paul is in error.

Chapter Eight is then an extended discussion of the central theme 
of the letter, under the title ‘Crisis of law, promise of grace: interfaith 
interfaces in Galatians’, before a 7-page Epilogue draws out some of the 
wider implications of the message of the letter, including for Muslims, 
under the title ‘Missionaries in reverse: learning from the rival’; it is this 
section which is, in my view, most intriguing, inspiring, and challenging.

Rumour has it that, before agreeing to publish this volume, Routledge 
contacted seven reviewers, rather than the customary two, to comment 
on the typescript, and this in itself is tribute to the novelty and originality 
of the work, as well as to the creativity of its author; over the years, 

Dr. Akhtar has engaged thoroughly with the text, and also with those 
who study it, including through membership of the Society for New 
Testament Studies, and participation in its conferences.  While, over the 
course of the centuries, there are undoubtedly a number of Muslim 
writers who have engaged with the writings of the New (and also 
the Old) Testament in terms of describing them, for example the work 
of Najm al-Din al-Tufi, recently edited and translated by Lejla Demiri 
(Muslim Exegesis of the Bible in Medieval Cairo, Leiden: Brill, 2013), this 
book seems to me to take the discussion to a very much higher level, 
in terms of suggesting that there is something rather significant in the 
epistle from which Muslims themselves could potentially learn.

The particular theme of Galatians which could be instructive to Muslims, 
Dr. Akhtar suggests, involves ethnicity, and especially Paul’s insistence 
that (in Christ) ‘there is neither Jew nor Gentile, slave nor free, male 
nor female’ (3:28).  This is an important message, according to the 
author, for the worldwide Muslim community, in terms of what he 
describes as Arabolatry, the sometimes rather uncritical assumption, 
not only in the Arab World but also across the wider Muslim World, 
that there is some special pre-eminence in the Muslim community for 
those of Arab descent.  The negative aspects of this the author has 
himself experienced, not only in the context of the South Asian Muslim 
community in Britain in which he grew up, but also in the context of 
Higher Education institutions in Malaysia, where he taught for a number 
of years.  ‘Understanding Paul’s concerns’, he suggests, ‘could help 
Muslims to make Islam a more self-consciously universal faith, finally 
removed from traces of its historically conditioned Arabolatry’ (p. 267). 

Prof Hugh Goddard, University of Edinburgh, reviews Shabbir Akhtar’s latest book – the first ever 
commentary on the book of Galatians written by a Muslim!

Akhtar, Shabbir, The New Testament in Muslim Eyes: Paul’s Letter to the Galatians, London and New York: Routledge, 2018, 284 pp., pbk. 978-1-138-21349-

4, £27.99 (Routledge Reading the Bible in Islamic Context Series, Vol. 2).

...this book seems to me to take the 
discussion to a very much higher level, 
in terms of suggesting that there is 
something rather significant in the epistle 
from which Muslims themselves could 
potentially learn.

“
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Along the way there is some very interesting discussion of Paul’s 
potential significance for Muslims, based on the fact that, even if Paul 
is discussed in considerable detail by Muslim thinkers such as ‘Abd 
al-Jabbar (d. 1025 CE), there is no reference to him in the Qur’an, 
with the result that it is relatively unproblematic for a 21st century 
Muslim to reflect on Paul, given that there is no scriptural (i.e. Qur’anic) 
material about him (though there is some discussion in the Hadith/
Tradition).  At the very end of the book Dr Akhtar actually goes so far 
as to ask if it might be possible, and legitimate, for a Muslim to describe 
Paul as ‘the lost prophet’, coming in between Jesus and Muhammad: ‘If 
Muhammad was the last prophet, Paul was the lost prophet’ (p. 268).  
Elsewhere Paul may be described as having ‘a volatile personality … 
enthusiastic, impulsive, sincere, affectionate, vulnerable, spontaneous, 
dogmatic, and stubbornly pugilistic’ (p. 3), but this is still as different as 
can be from the discussion of medieval Muslim writers such as ‘Abd 

al-Jabbar, who described Paul as a ‘cunning and roguish Jew, out for 
mischief and assisting mischief-doers, a trouble-maker and power seeker 
who employed all kinds of tricks .…’. The suggestion that Paul could be 
considered as a prophet is likely to cause some perplexity, and possibly 
even alarm, in some Muslim circles, given the established tradition of 
antipathy towards recognising anyone who is not explicitly referred to in 
the Qur’an as a prophet; asking questions such as this is surely perfectly 
legitimate, however, and Dr Akhtar, in my view, definitely deserves credit 
for asking this particular one so constructively.

For an author who made his name with a work entitled Be Careful with 

Muhammad: the Salman Rushdie Affair (London; Bellew, 1989), there are 
some interesting comments about Muhammad too, which may be seen 
by some as being quite provocative: a sentence such as ‘Muhammad … 
the man himself and his Semitic audacity bordering on a psychopathic 
level of self-assertion and certainty’ (p. 1) might at first sight seem 
more likely to have come from the pen of a somewhat unsympathetic 
outsider, rather than a committed insider, but it certainly demonstrates 
that the author has taken seriously some of the insights of the 
psychology of religion as applied to the complex processes of inspiration 
and revelation.

The interfaith dimension of the epistle, as it relates to Jewish, as well 
as Christian and Muslim (i.e. ‘Abrahamic’) concerns, is also highlighted 
throughout the volume, with the book being described as ‘an effort in 

At the very end of the book Dr Akhtar 
actually goes so far as to ask if it might be 
possible, and legitimate, for a Muslim to 
describe Paul as ‘the lost prophet’, coming 
in between Jesus and Muhammad: ‘If 
Muhammad was the last prophet, Paul 
was the lost prophet’

“

The interfaith dimension of the epistle, as 
it relates to Jewish, as well as Christian 
and Muslim (i.e. ‘Abrahamic’) concerns, is 
also highlighted throughout the volume, 
with the book being described as ‘an effort 
in comparative interfaith intellectual 
encounter’ 

“
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comparative interfaith intellectual encounter’ (p. 1), and the role of Paul 
himself being summarised as: ‘In the battle of the baptised versus the 
circumcised, Paul is the greatest knight of faith’ (p. 5).  In the course of 
the book, there is also interesting discussion of Paul’s sojourn in Arabia 
(1:17, discussed on pp. 74-75 and 95-98), and the allegory of Isaac and 
Ishmael, whose later textual history has often been problematic for the 
relationship between Christians and Muslims (5:21-31, see pp. 179-188).  

In conclusion, there is some way to go before we have a Muslim 
equivalent to The Jewish Annotated New Testament, which was edited by 
Amy-Jill Levine and Marc Zvi Brettler, with a team of 48 other Jewish 
writers, and published by Oxford University Press in New York in 
2011.  This work, which consists of the New Revised Standard Version 
translation of the New Testament, with introductions and annotations, or 
short commentaries, to each of its 27 books, supplemented by 30 short 
thematic essays on the background to and context of the texts, brought 
together Jewish scholarship on the New Testament in a way that is 
highly instructive for both Jewish and Christian readers of the texts, as 
outlined by the editors in their very helpful short preface (pp. xi-xiii).  
This includes carefully nuanced discussion of such difficult themes as the 
attitudes towards Jews and Judaism displayed in the Gospel According 
to John (by Adele Reinhartz on pp. 154-6), and it is of course instructive 

to compare the comments on Paul’s Letter to the Galatians, by Shaye 
J.D. Cohen on pp. 332-344, with the much fuller work under review 
here.  

In this volume Dr. Akhtar has begun a comparable tradition of careful, 
and in the best sense critical, study of the New Testament by a Muslim 
writer, and it is very much to be hoped that in 100 years’ time, assuming 
that humanity still exists, there may be a companion volume entitled 
The Muslim Annotated New Testament, which will be very much to the 
advantage of Muslims, Christians, and Jews, and towards which goal The 

New Testament in Muslim Eyes is a very powerful first step.

Professor Hugh Goddard 
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HIKMAH GUIDES
‘Hikmah’ is an Arabic word for wisdom. The new CMCS Hikmah Study 
Guide series is an accessible way for non-specialists to develop an 
understanding of complex and potentially controversial issues which 
Muslims and Christian encounter together. We are planning a series 
of guides which explore issues of interest and concern to Christians, 
Muslims and others. The first three are now available online.  They are 
written in a simple, accessible style yet draw on the latest scholarship 
in the field with bibliographies and links for those readers who wish to 
explore further. With contributions from both Christians and Muslims, 
they seek to present a fair and balanced spectrum of thought across 
all the major Christian and Muslim traditions, neither demonising nor 
denying difficult issues and difference. Each guide starts with a brief 
overview of the topic and then explores both the Muslims and Christian 
traditions before posing a series of questions to help the reader think 
further. They also provide links to other resources. The guides are 
available as downloadable PDF files from our website or as printed A5 
booklets. 

PRAISE FOR HIKMAH GUIDES
“These Hikmah Guides are an excellent resource, looking constructively 
at issues which sometimes appear to divide Christians and Muslims, 
doing so through clear outlines of how the thinking of the two 
communities has evolved, from scriptures to classical traditions to 
current debates, and applying the same standards and criteria to each 
tradition”.  Hugh Goddard (University of Edinburgh).

“Readers are expertly guided so that they can comprehend and then 
reflect on the sheer diversity within the modern world’s two global 
religious superpowers”. Dr Shabbir Akhtar (Regent’s Park College, 
Oxford)

“At last, accessible and readable guides to hot button issues in Christian-
Muslim encounter, at once non-polemical and academically rigorous. The 
fruit of a sustained collaboration by Christian and Muslim academics. 
Highly recommended.  Dr Philip Lewis (Inter-faith Consultant to the 
Bishop of Leeds and former Lecturer at Bradford University)

The Hikmah guides promise to be thoroughly readable, reliable, and 
pitched at just the right level for those who want more than an over-
simplified summary. I’m confident that they will model what it means 
for Christians and Muslims to meet together on a genuinely level playing 
field in order to address some of the hardest questions - social, ethical, 
political and theological - which we face today.” Colin Chapman (author 
of Cross & Crescent and Whose Promised Land?)

At last, accessible and readable guides to 
hot button issues in Christian-Muslim 
encounter, at once non-polemical and 
academically rigorous. 

“
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